FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

ArtBox

Award winning recordingartist, guitarist and composer
Emiel van Egdom will be giving a concertappearance in ______________________________.
Internationally acclaimed van Egdom, after finishing his conservatory education and studying
at the famous Berklee College of Music was a longtime resident of Los Angeles where he recorded 5 soloalbums with participation of a whole list of famous musicians.
He now lives in New York and Maastricht where, being an original in his playing, he writes
and arranges all of his original music and works worldwide for numerous other projects as guitarist, composer, arranger and producer.
A native of the Netherlands, he now spends his time travelling back and forth between the 2
countries, and remains the first dutch jazzmusician with an US recordingdeal and continuing
succes.
He is now working on his 6th solorelease named VI while also work from his newly acquired
recording studio “CULEA™ Productions”.

WEB: http://www.emielvanegdom.com
When Emiel Van Egdom plugs in his guitar, the riffs, runs and scales that he will play
will reflect the influences of his European heritage
and the stylings of America's be-bop and swing greats
Brian Arrington, reporter, NY.
Hybrid Groove: "4 stars! Emiel Jams!
The tunes lay down some serious guitar jamming over a propulsive groove.
NPR, JAZZ, 52nd Street.
"A highly talented guitarist who has demonstratedthe highest levels of musical achievement"
Alma Berk, Jim Hall Jazz Award, USA
Hybrid Groove: "There's spirit in spades throughout the album"
52nd Street Jazz
'This is for You", a dream debut"
Wiel Beyer, reporter
"Pure swingin', sometimes quite and modest"
"De Limburger" on "This is for You"
Hybrid Groove: "When Emiel opens the floodgates and begins soloing, it's "no holds barred".
Darn good album!"
Neil Rudish
"This is for you: van Egdom's guitar turns nasty, the feast becomes an orgy.
This is jazz with some bite!"
"Jazziz", magazine, USA, on "This is for You"
"An impressive debut from Holland born guitarist Emiel van Egdom,
his arrangements Contemporary in styling and rich in expression"
"MAC-report", magazine, USA
"Never done before by a Limburg jazzmusician."
"De Limburger"
"Festival of Giants, with Emiel van Egdom"
Emil Holman,reporter, "Limburgs Dagblad" on
"JAZZMECCA JAZZFESTIVAL"

